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Itsy Bitsy Energy

● Two main categories of micro-scale energy 
○ Potential Energy
○ Kinetic Energy

● Sub Energies - Fall under KE or PE
○ Chemical
○ Electrical
○ Nuclear
○ Thermal

● Mass Energy

Micro-Scale Energy



Mass 
● Mass of the object ≠ the amount of matter in the object.
● Instead, the mass of the object is calculated by:

○ Mobject=Mparts+Mextra
■ Where Mextra=(KE+PE+Ethermal)/c
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■ c is the speed of light.

Mass Energy Pt.1



Massachusetts
Mass Energy Pt.2

● From that, we can see that mass depends on these two factors: 
○ How are the parts of the object arranged within the bigger 

object.
■ Difference in potential energy.

○ How are the parts moving within the bigger object.
■ Difference in kinetic energy. (Heat created by friction, 

which is the difference in thermal energy).



Mass Energy Pt.3
● As a review, I will bring up the fact that:

○ All atoms have less mass than than the combined masses of 
the protons, neutrons, and electrons that make them up.

○ HOW?
○ Because Potential Energy can be negative.
○ HOW?
○ Good question.



Mass Energy Pt.4
● Let us say that a proton and an electron are infinitely far away 

from each other, which means we have infinite amount of 
potential energy (even though there is no infinite energy).

● Set this amount to the reference number 0, so now we have 0 
potential energy.

● Now we push both the proton and the electron toward each 
other, potential energy decreases from 0.

● We have NEGATIVE potential energy!!



MASS IS ENERGY!



● Simple machines
○ Only use directly applied force
○ Accomplish tasks in a single motion

The Middle Class

● Workin=Workout
○ ∫F dx     (Integral of a force vs. distance graph)
○ FORCE & distance = force & DISTANCE



○ Win = Wout → Efficiency = 100%

The Middle Class
● Mechanical Advantage (Fout / Fin)

○ Lever: MAlever = lengthin / lengthout
○ Ramp: MAramp = length / height
○ Pulley: MApulley = # of pulley blocks

● Efficiency (Wout / Win)
○ Win = Wout → Efficiency = 100%
○ In a perfect world…
○ In our world…

YES
NO
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1. Mass can be converted into 
energy



2. Two objects consisting of the 
same parts will have the same 
mass



3. Potential energy can only be 
positive



4. Machines can have a greater 
output of energy than input



5. If a force is exerted on an 
object it must do work



6. Kinetic energy solely depends 
on speed
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